FALL 2018 (Term 1186)

BEHL 401: Clinical Bioethics (class no. section1 - 2130; class no. section 2 - 4439)
TF Ackerman, C Strong, *A Casebook of Medical Ethics*, 1989
MG Kuczewski, RL Pinkus, K Wasson. *An Ethics Casebook for Hospitals: Practical Approaches to EverydayEthics Consultations*, 2018
N Berlinger, B Jennings, SM Wolf. *The Hastings Center Guidelines for Decisions on Life-Sustaining Treatment and Care Near the End of Life*, 2013

BEHL 402: Justice and Health Care (class no. section 1 - 1591; class no. section 2 - 2728)
P Farmer, *Pathologies of Power*, 2004
MJ Sandel, *Justice: What’s the Right Thing to Do?*, 2010

BEHL 404: Biomedical Ethics & the Law (class no. 1590)

BEHL 405: Research Ethics (class no. 5115)

BEHL 409: Religion and Bioethics (class no. 6591)
Jeffrey Bishop, *The Anticipatory Corpse: Medicine, Power, and the Care of the Dying*, 2011

BEHL 411: Public Health Ethics (class no. 2131)

BEHL 420: Advanced Topics in Bioethics & Law (class no. 6857)

BEHL 427: Professionalism and Professional Ethics (class no. 6592)

BEHL 428: Writing & Scholarship Skills (class no. 3828)
H Sword, *Stylish Academic Writing*, 2012
JM Williams, GG Colomb, *Style: The Basics of Clarity and Grace*, 2014
BEHL 491: SpTp: Global Bioethics - NEW COURSE (class no. 6667)

(Library Access: Unlimited Users)

J Yong Kim, JV Millen, A Irwin, J Gershman. *Dying for Growth: Global Inequality and the Health of the Poor*, 2002


- Possible Additional Text

BEHL 492: Master's Research Capstone (class no. 3871)
BEHL 421: Doctoral Practicum in Clinical/Research Ethics
BEHL 422: Doctoral Practicum in Organizational/Public Health Ethics
BEHL 423: Doctoral Capstone I
BEHL 424: Doctoral Capstone II